Elucidations of transit port of matters in cells are very important for finding the cause of disease. However, tracking and detecting particles in cells are still done manually. Thus, we propose a melanosome tracking method which predicts position using Support Vector Regression (SVR) and revises the position using appearance features. At first, we predict position of melanosome by SVR which is trained using Haar-like features around melanosome at time t-1 and t. However, prediction itself is not perfect, and we revise the position predicted by SVR. We detect melanosomes by SVM and compare intensity between melanosome at time t-1 and neighboring melanosomes of the predicted position at time t. We select the melanosome with minimum intensity difference. To evaluate the accuracy, we used 31 normal melanosomes and 13 melanosomes of Griscelli syndrome. Our method using only SVR achieves 89.1% for the task in which the position in time t is predicted from time t-1. When we revise the position using intensity features, the accuracy is improved to 97.8%. When we give correct position at only the first frame in test videos and the position in all remaining frames is predicted, the tracking accuracy is 87.3% which is much higher than conventional method.
Introduction
Intracellular image processing has been started studying, but the accuracy is insufficient, and tracking and detecting particles in cells are still done manually. Manual detection takes a lot of time, and a lot of data are not obtained because it is a heavy burden physically and mentally. Furthermore, the data become subjective. To overcome such problems, automatic tracking and detection methods in intracellular images are required [1, 9, 10] .
Therefore, in this paper, we track melanosome which is minute organ of the melanocyte, creates and stores melanin [2, 3] . If we obtain the movement direction and velocity of melanosomes automatically, we can contribute to elucidate cause of a disease. However, melanosomes are black particles as shown in Figure 1 , and there are many melanosomes with similar shape and color. Thus, melanosome tracking is more difficult than human and cars tracking [4, 5] . However, in general, tracking of other particles in intracellular images is under the same condition in which there are many particles with similar color and shape. If good melanosome tracking method is established, the method can be applied to not only melanosome tracking but also various particles tracking in cells. Therefore, we selected melanosome as the target in our study.
Figure 1. Example of melanosome
In this paper, we track melanosome with normal and Griscelli syndrome. At first, we predict the movement of melanosome from time t-1 to time t using SVR [6] with Haar-like features [7] . Since we do not know what kinds of Haar-like features are adequate, and we try various kinds of Haar-like features and select the best one by cross-validation. The parameters in SVR are also determined by the same manner. Since prediction is not perfect, we must revise the position in neighboring region of the predicted position. At first, we detect all melanosomes using SVM [8] . Example of melanosome detection is shown in Figure 2 . The white dots are the center of detected melanosomes. After that, we compare intensity between tracking melanosome at time t-1 and melanosome detected around the position predicted by SVR. If there are plural melanosomes, the melanosome with the minimum intensity difference is selected. If intensity difference from tracking melanosome at time t-1 is above certain threshold, the melanosome is not selected. Then search area is enlarged and we select the melanosome whose intensity is similar with tracking target.
We evaluate the accuracy rate for tracking from time t-1 to time t. The accuracy using only SVR is 89.1%. By revision using similarity in intensity value, the accuracy is improved in comparison with only SVR. The accuracy achieves 97.8%. When we give correct position at only the first frame and tracking is carried out in all remaining frames, the accuracy of our method is 87.3% which is much higher than conventional method [9] . The effectiveness of our method is demonstrated. The following of this paper is constructed as follows. In section 2, we introduce melanosome tracking using SVR. The revision using appearance features is explained in section 3. Experimental results are shown in section 4. Finally, conclusions and future works are described in section 5.
Melanosome Tracking using SVR
We explain melanosome tracking using SVR which can estimate non-linear regression function. SVR is trained by using 12 melanosomes in 5 videos with only non-Griscelli syndrome (normal). There are many melanosomes in those videos. However, melanosomes with ground truth are 2 or 3 in videos.
Haar-like features of training data are used as input features for SVR. The output of SVR is the movement of training melanosomes. Haar-like features are explained in section 2.1 and prediction by SVR is described in section 2.2.
Haar-like features
We use Haar-like features in SVR. Haar-like features are computed as the difference between the intensity of black and white region as shown in Figure 3 . Since melanosomes are black particles and backgrounds are gray, the difference information such as Haar-like feature is effective.
In this paper, we try Haar-like filter (a) and (b) in Figure  3 . We also try the combination of (a) and (b). Haar-like features are extracted from the images at time t-1 and t as shown in Figure 4 . Since the size of melanosome is about 7×7 pixels, the size of Haar-like features is changed from 7×7 pixels to 21×21 pixels and the best size is determined by cross validation. Furthermore, we do not know the effective width size of Haar-like filter (a). Thus we change the width and select the best one by cross validation. In Haar-like filter (b), the height size is also the parameter and determined by same manner. 
Support Vector Regression
We use SVR for melanosome tracking. SVR can do non-linear regression using a kernel function. Figure 5 shows the overview of SVR in the proposed method. We use Haar-like features as input and the movement of melanosomes is the output of SVR. Black points show training data. ε is bandwidth of insensitive and + and − are regression error. SVR makes regression hyperplane by maximizing margin. Training data are defined as { , }( = 1, 2, … , ) where is the supervised movement for Haar-like features .
These data are mapped into the high dimensional feature space by ( ), and linear regression is carried out. We can replace the inner product ( ) T ( ) to ( , ) where ( , ) is the kernel function. By using kernel function, regression function by SVR is defined as
where and * ≥ 0 are Lagrange multiplier.
In this paper, polynomial kernel is used because the (a) (b) location at time t-1 dependence on parameters is lower than that of RBF kernel. Polynomial kernel is defined as
We change the cost parameter C from 0.01 to 10000 and in equation (2) from 2 to 4, and the best parameters are selected by cross validation. 
Revision the Position using ppearance eatures A F
Since prediction by SVR is insufficient, we revise the position predicted by SVR. We compare intensity between a tracking melanosome at time t-1 and melanosomes detected by SVM around the predicted position, and the position is revised using the intensity difference. We explain melanosome detection using SVM in section 3.1. The position revision using appearance features is described in section3.2.
Melanosome detection using SVM
We detect all melanosomes in images using SVM. To train the melanosome detector, we need melanosomes and non-melanosomes data like face detection [7] . As non-melanosomes data, we select background and the edge of melanosome for avoiding mis-detection as shown in Figure 6 . We use intensity features to detect melanosome because melanosome is black and intensity feature is sufficient to detect it. However, we do not know the effective size of the intensity feature. Thus, we change the region size for extracting the intensity feature from 3×3 pixels to 21×21 pixels. We use 333 melanosome images and 950 non-melanosome images, parameters are determined by cross-validation. We also use SVM with polynomial kernel. We change the cost parameter C from 0.01 to 10000 and in equation (2) from 2 to 4, and the best parameters are selected by cross validation. 
Revision the predicted position
We revise the predicted position using appearance features. How to revise the position is shown in Figure 7 . The white dots on melanosomes in Figure 7 are the center of detected melanosomes by SVM. At first, we check whether there is a detected melanosome in the position predicted by SVR. If there is not a detected melanosome, we enlarge the search region. When there is a detected melanosome, we select melanosome as a result of melanosome tracking if its intensity difference between tracking target at time t-1 and the candidate melanosome at time t is below the certain threshold. If its intensity deference is above certain threshold, the melanosome is not selected and we enlarge the search area further. If there are plural melanosomes in the search region, melanosome with minimum intensity difference below threshold is selected. The optimal threshold is determined by cross validation. We also select the region size for computing intensity difference by cross validation. 
Experiments
This section shows the experimental results. We use the melanosome images obtained from Technical Committee on Industrial Application of Image Processing [11] . At first, we introduce how to do cross validation in section 4.1 because we selected various parameters by cross validation. Melanosome tracking using only SVR is shown in section 4.2. Melanosome detection using SVM is shown in section 4.3. Revision of the predicted position using appearance features is described in section 4.4. In section 4.5, we compare our method with conventional method [9, 12] . 
Cross validation
We have 5 training videos in which 2 or 3 melanosomes with ground truth are included. We select 4 videos in 5 videos, SVR and SVM are trained with those 4 videos. Remaining 1 video is used as validation. We changed the validation set 5 times, and we compute the average of 5 times evaluation, and we select the best parameters. All parameters in our method are selected by this framework.
Evaluation of melanosome tracking using SVR
We predicted melanosomes position using SVR. As described above, the parameters are determined by cross validation. The best size for extracting Haar-like features is 15×15 pixels and the combination of Haar-like filters (a) and (b) is used. The best width size of filter (a) and the best height size of filter (b) are 15 pixels. They are shown in Figure 8 . Since the size of melanosome is about 7×7 pixels, we evaluate the accuracy in prediction in which an allowable error region size is changed from 7×7 pixels to 3×3 pixels. Table 1 shows the results of melanosome prediction. The average accuracy in which allowable error region is 7×7 pixels is 89.1%. When the allowable error region size is narrowed down, the accuracy decreases. The accuracy of Griscelli syndrome is much lower in comparison with normal melanosome. This is because only normal melanosomes are included in training videos. In addition, in Griscelli syndrome videos, there are some melanosomes whose movement is larger than other melanosomes. Thus, the melanosome tracking in Griscelli syndrome is more difficult than normal melanosomes, and the accuracy decreased. 
Evaluation of melanosome detection using SVM
We detect all melanosomes in images by SVM. The parameters are determined by cross validation. The region size for extracting intensity is determined as 13×13 pixels. Examples melanosome detection are shown in Figure 9 and 10. The white points are detected melanosomes. There are a few mis-detected melanosomes but most melanosomes are detected correctly. We revise the predicted position using appearance features of detected melanosomes detected by SVM. Figure 9 . Example of melanosome detection in Griscelli syndrome Figure 10 . Example of melanosome detection in non-Griscelli syndrome (normal) Table 2 shows the results of revising the predicted position. The best region for extracting intensity feature is 7×7 pixels and threshold value is 65. We evaluate the accuracy by changing an allowable error region size. By revising the position, the accuracy is much improved in comparison with only SVR. Since we select the detected melanosomes for revision, the accuracy does not decrease even when the allowable error size is narrowed down. In the case that allowable errors sizes are 7×7 pixels, 5×5 pixels and 3×3 pixels, the accuracy improvements are 8.7%, 13.7% and 24.4%. In the case of Griscelli syndrome with 3×3 pixels allowable error size, the accuracy improvement is 35.7%. By revision using melanosome detection, we can select the real melanosome though there may not be a melanosome in the position predicted by SVR. Furthermore, since we use revision after prediction, we can treat the melanosome with large movement. We evaluated the accuracy when correct position is given at only the first frame and tracking is carried out in all remaining frames. We show results in Table 3 . The accuracy of Griscelli syndrome much decreases though the accuracy of normal melanosome decreases only about 2%. This is because it is difficult to recover from a tracking failure. If tracking is failed, the tracking is started from the false position. Therefore, when tracking fails once, tracking in remaining frames does not work well. The tracking in Griscelli syndrome is difficult because large movement is included. Thus, the accuracy of Griscelli syndrome much decreased in comparison with normal. 
Evaluation of revising position

Comparison with conventional methods
We compare our method with SpotTracker2D [12] and conventional method [9] . SpotTracker2D is generally used in cell biology. The conventional method used Bayes theorem with movable region estimation. At first, we evaluate the prediction accuracy from time t-1 to time t. We show comparison results in Table 4 . Our method outperformed Spot Tracker2D obviously, the accuracy improvement is 21.8%. In comparison with conventional method [9] , the average rate of our method is slightly higher than conventional method. Next, we compare our method with conventional method when correct position is given at only the first frame. Since the accuracy of Spot Tracker2D is extremely worse than our method, we do not evaluate it in this task. Table 5 shows the comparison result. The accuracy improvement of our method for normal melanosome and Griscelli syndrome are 15.6% and 1.6%. In average rate, 11.3% is improved in comparison with conventional method. Experimental results show that our method obviously outperformed conventional method, and the effectiveness of our method is demonstrated. 
Conclusion
We predicted melanosome position by SVR, and the position was revised by intensity feature of melanosomes detected by SVM. The accuracy of our method was much higher than conventional method [9, 12] . The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by experiments. In normal melanosome, the accuracy is sufficient even when we use only prediction by SVR. However, the accuracy of Griscelli syndrome is insufficient because there are melanosomes with the large movement in Griscelli syndrome. Those melanosomes may be out of region in which Haar-like features are extracted for SVR. If the region is extended simply, the region includes uneffective information for tracking the melanosome with small movement. Thus, we should change the region size adaptively according to density. Adaptive method [13] may be used for this purpose. This is a subject for future works.
